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Abstract

Background: The use of drones in the health care sector is increasingly being discussed against the background of the aging
population and the growing shortage of skilled workers. In particular, the use of drones to provide medication in rural areas could
bring advantages for the care of people with and without a need for care. However, there are hardly any data available that focus
on the interaction between humans and drones.

Objective: This study aims to disclose and analyze factors associated with user acceptance of drone-based medication delivery
to derive practice-relevant guidance points for participatory technology development (for apps and drones).

Methods: A controlled mixed methods study was conducted that supports the technical development process of an app design
for drone-assisted drug delivery based on a participatory research design. For the quantitative analysis, established and standardized
survey instruments to capture technology acceptance, such as the System Usability Scale; Technology Usage Inventory (TUI);
and the Motivation, Engagement, and Thriving in User Experience model, were used. To avoid possible biasing effects from a
continuous user development (eg, response shifts and learning effects), an ad hoc group was formed at each of the 3 iterative
development steps and was subsequently compared with the consisting core group, which went through all 3 iterations.

Results: The study found a positive correlation between the usability of a pharmacy drone app and participants’ willingness to
use it (r=0.833). Participants’ perception of usefulness positively influenced their willingness to use the app (r=0.487; TUI).
Skepticism had a negative impact on perceived usability and willingness to use it (r=−0.542; System Usability Scale and r=−0.446;
TUI). The study found that usefulness, skepticism, and curiosity explained most of the intention to use the app (F3,17=21.12;

P<.001; R2=0.788; adjusted R2=0.751). The core group showed higher ratings on the intention to use the pharmacy drone app
than the ad hoc groups. Results of the 2-tailed t tests showed a higher rating on usability for the third iteration of the core group
compared with the first iteration.

Conclusions: With the help of the participatory design, important aspects of acceptance could be revealed by the people involved
in relation to drone-assisted drug delivery. For example, the length of time spent using the technology is an important factor for
the intention to use the app. Technology-specific factors such as user-friendliness or curiosity are directly related to the use
acceptance of the drone app. Results of this study showed that the more participants perceived their own competence in handling
the app, the more they were willing to use the technology and the more they rated the app as usable.
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Introduction

Background
The health care system faces challenges such as a rural exodus,
aging populations, and increasing shortages in the health care
workforce; drones have the potential to increase the efficiency
and capacity of the health care system [1]. The COVID-19
pandemic intensified the demand for new logistic solutions,
such as fast and contactless delivery strategies [2]. It is also
important to understand the attitude of the civilian population
and public opinion on the use of drones [3]. In this vein,
delivering medications with drones is the most identified
application in health care [1,4]. There are a few studies showing
that usability, lack of user skills and expertise, and negative
perceptions affect user acceptance and hinder drone use [1,5,6].
Therefore, it is particularly important that all user groups are
involved at an early stage. Furthermore, after a recent scoping
review showed that there were no empirical studies on user
acceptance of drone-based medication delivery [7], we could
only find 1 study in Asia that investigated user acceptance
among health care professionals in the delivery of drone-based
medication [8]. The successful application of technology is
predominantly determined by the type and extent of acceptance
[9,10]. Acceptance in this context refers to the positive
acceptance decision of an innovation by its users, which is
described in the technology acceptance model (TAM; perceived
usability, usefulness, immersion, and accessibility: TAM 1)
[11,12]. It proposes that users tend to use a technology when
they believe it will help them to perform a better job (perceived
usefulness) and when they believe that the system can be
handled without effort (perceived ease of use). These variables
were found to correlate with the intention to use, wherein
usefulness was substantially more strongly related to frequency
of use than ease of use. Nevertheless, both are strong correlates
of user acceptance and should not be ignored by designing and
implementing successful technologies [12]. In other words, the
greater the benefit of a technology and the simpler its usability,
the more the users are willing to use the new system. However,
some more variables that affect user acceptance such as social
influences (subjective norm, image, and voluntariness), cognitive
instrumental processes (job relevance, output quality, and result
demonstrability; TAM 2), and psychological foundations
(self-efficacy, external control, playfulness, anxiety, enjoyment,
and usability; TAM 3) can be stated [13,14]. Thus, Peters et al
[15] argued that this model alone does not indicate whether
people would actually use a technology. In this context, basic
human needs according to Ryan and Deci [16,17] and Deci and
Ryan [18] play an important role. Following the Basic
Psychological Need Theory [17], the more the interaction with
the system satisfies basic psychological needs, the more the
users will engage with a technology. Ryan and Deci [16,17]
and Deci and Ryan [18], defined 3 basic psychological needs
in their self-determination theory that are crucial to whether a
person is proactive and engaged or passive and demotivated.

These needs include competence (ie, feeling capable),
relatedness (ie, feeling connected to others), and autonomy (ie,
feeling self-determined). On the basis of this, Peters et al [15]
defined the Motivation, Engagement, Thriving in User
Experience (METUX) model, which can be used for the
evaluation and iterative design process of technologies to
increase motivation, engagement, and well-being. In this case,
the 3 basic needs are mediating variables between a technical
product and the well-being of the users. This implies that as
autonomy increases, engagement increases; as competence
increases, motivation increases; and as relatedness increases,
well-being increases.

This Study
Acceptance building is a process that starts before the initial
contact with the innovation and continues into the application
phase, which was addressed within the pharmacy drone study
(Apotheken-Drohnen-App; ADApp) [19]. This study represents
a section of the whole ADApp project by investigating factors
that are associated with the user acceptance of a drone-based
medication delivery to be able to derive practice-relevant
orientation points for participatory technology development
(for apps and drones). Stephan et al [7] described that little
attention is paid to the design phases of drones including the
delivery process. Thus, this study used a mixed methods design
and followed the methodological guidelines of the cocreative
user-centered design proposed by Farao et al [20]. User-centered
design is used to help consider the context of technologies as
well as their implementation consequences at the design stage
(Figure 1) [20,21]. Implementing technologies without user
involvement may compromise the desired outcome, which in
turn can lead to unmet health goals and adverse outcomes
[20,22,23]. It is an evidence-based approach that involves users
in developing technologies and prioritizes their needs [20,24].
In contrast to classical user-centered designs, this study used a
controlled design for the first time. Traditionally, small sample
groups are observed or interviewed or participate in usability
tests during the testing and development phases of new
technologies (usually operationalized through the think-aloud
[TA] method and questionnaires). These are important
approaches to get insights into key needs of the target population
[25]. However, repeated measurements cause a change in the
meaning of test scores, which makes it difficult to compare
repeated measures. In a measurement perspective, it can be
considered as bias in the measurement of change [26]. It can be
inferred that conducting repeated measures with the same sample
group may alter their attitudes, expectations, and behaviors in
interacting with the technology. This could potentially influence
their acceptance of the technology, as they become aware that
the technology will adjust to their needs. Moreover, they are
not unfamiliar with dealing with the app, which might influence
user acceptance as well. This is indeed the purpose of a
user-centered design, but it loses insights into perspectives of
inexperienced users without a concrete expectation about the
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changes in technology after giving feedback to it. By integrating
a control group (called the ad hocgroup), this study aimed to
investigate whether the assumption of the core group (ie, the
same sample group at all measurement time points) is

generalizable to a broader population. In this regard, a second
purpose of this study was to answer the question of whether
user acceptance differs between the core and ad hoc groups.

Figure 1. Implementation circle. METUX: Motivation, Engagement, Thriving in User Experience; TAM: technology acceptance model.

Methods

Study Design
The monocentric ADApp study aimed at an iterative and
cocreative development of a pharmacy drone app with multiple
measurement time points (Table 1). As this study design was
embedded in the broader ADApp project, it was preceded by 2
research steps. As a first step, we conducted a scoping review
of experimental studies examining the interaction between
humans and drones during the delivery of drugs and
defibrillators to identify research gaps and explore the scope of

research activities [7]. In the next step, problems, needs, and
requirements of the users were identified and concrete scenarios
were outlined, which were necessary for the implementation of
a first demonstrator of the app [27]. At this point, we decided
to use focus groups instead of individual interviews because it
allows participants to respond to each other’s answers and gives
us the most information. In this study, we conducted 3 iteration
loops, where we tested the app demonstrators a well as the entire
ADApp flow from order to delivery at an airport along with the
user groups. The iterative process is one of the central features
of the study and will be discussed in detail in the Study Setting
section.

Table 1. The Apotheken-Drohnen-App design.

ReferenceTime pointParticipationMethodsGoal

Stephan et al [7], 2022August 2021N/AaScoping reviewKnowledge

Fink et al [27], 2023October 6, 2021User groupsFocus groupsNeeds

This studyJuly 3, 2022First and second iteration loop: core
group; 2 ad hoc groups

Questionnaires and think-aloudEvaluation of functionalities

This studyOctober 2022Third iteration loop: core group; 1
ad hoc group

Questionnaire, think-aloud, and fo-
cus groups

Test flights

aN/A: not applicable.

To address potential biasing effects owing to a response shift
through repeat interviews with the core group, a total of 3 ad
hoc groups were acquired in this study. At each of the 3

development steps, a new and naive ad hoc group was used.
This unique approach of adding ad hoc groups as control groups
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also allows for the generalizability of key needs identified in
the development process [25].

Study Setting
Our prior work showed that a pharmacy drone app, for example,
must be lean and simple; must facilitate the user’s performance
(eg, software integration, shipment tracking, and plannability);
must enable control (eg, handover identification and data
sovereignty); and must include consultation and reconciliation
features. The most frequently discussed problems associated
with drones were the physical contact with the drone and the
drone’s noise [27]. Following the focus groups, the developers
designed a demonstrator of the app including communication
features (eg, an extra text field for communication with the
pharmacy), plannability features (eg, time slots for drone
delivery), shipment tracking, and features for enabling handover
security, which was tested in 3 iteration loops with users. All
loops were conducted separately per the core and ad hoc groups.

In the first iteration loop (conducted between March and April
2022), the usability of the app was reviewed. The app should
be as easy as possible to use and allow users to create an
account, add details such as delivery location, or submit an
electronic prescription. The first iteration loop aimed at
evaluating how intuitive the app is. For this purpose, users were
shown the app and asked to think aloud while using it—without
any introduction. For each participant, one experimenter
prepared a protocol for taking notes. Finally, the prototypes
were queried by using additional questionnaires: the Technology
Usage Inventory (TUI) assessment was used to assess the
intention to use, and the System Usability Scale (SUS) was used
to measure usability. The basic psychological needs such as
competence, autonomy, and connectedness were identified at
the task level through the Technology-based Experience of Need
Satisfaction (TENS) Task. After the first iteration loop, the
demonstrator was adapted according to user feedback. The
second iteration loop (conducted between June and July 2022)

was dedicated to the design of the prototype and its technical
development and evaluation. The decisive factor was how
intuitive the design is and whether the tasks of the app are
adequately represented. The procedure was the same as that in
the first iteration loop, with the exception that instead of the
TENS Task, basic psychological needs were queried via the
TENS Interface. To gain deep insights into the participants’
thoughts while using the technology, the core and ad hoc groups
were again asked to think aloud while using the app. After
receiving the second round of feedback from participants, a
third demonstrator was developed. However, the third iteration
loop (conducted in October 2022) aimed at testing the overall
process starting with registration, setting the delivery location,
submitting a prescription, and actually receiving a delivery. As
focus groups showed concerns about injuries with the drone,
this study wanted to test the handover via a winch, a parachute,
or dropping to reduce physical contact with the drone, but
unfortunately, owing to regulations and restrictions, testing the
handover was not possible [27]. Thus, the drone had to land
(Figure 2). Therefore, we divided participants into 2 groups:
one group tested the app, whereas the other group talked about
different handover scenarios and looked at the drone from close
up. After each round, the groups were swapped. Similar to that
in the first and second iteration loops, the intention to use and
usability was queried using the TUI and SUS. To gauge the
degree to which the technology fulfills users’ needs in terms of
behavior, participants completed the Basic Psychological Need
Satisfaction and Frustration Scale (BPNSFS). Again, the
participants were instructed to think aloud while going through
the tasks in the app to gain more insights into the functionality
of the app. After participants submitted their prescription, they
went to the location in the airport where the drone was set to
land (Figure 3). After landing, participants took the medication
(a bag of gummy bears) out of the drone. After the testing, a
short discussion was held with all participants to sum up their
impressions.

Figure 2. Drone landing.
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Figure 3. Airport landing zone. (A) Order location, (B) reception location, and (C) drone starting point. L: landing; T: takeoff.

Participants
Participants were chosen to represent potential user groups for
both the drone-based medication delivery service and the supply
chain, based on their respective role characteristics: physicians,
nurses, pharmacists, and interested users, especially patients
with COVID-19 and relatives of patients who need palliative
care. Participants of the ad hoc group were recruited with the
support of the Merseburger Innovations- und
Technologiezentrum (innovation and technology center) and
the ADApp project team. They were contacted via email or
telephone. Core group participants were recruited from the focus
group that was conducted in October 2021 [27]. A total of 3
pharmacists, 2 nurses, 3 general practitioners, and 1 patient with
COVID-19 were recruited from the focus groups. Owing to the
underrepresentation of interested users or patients, 2 more
participants were recruited with the support of the ADApp
project team.

All participants were informed about the general aim and reasons
of the study and the procedure. They gave written informed
consent before starting the iteration loops.

Ethics Approval
The ADApp study was approved by the Ethics Committee of
the Martin-Luther University Halle-Wittenberg (protocol code
2021–069; date of approval May 6, 2021).

Measures

Quantitative Measures

SUS Score

The SUS measures the user’s subjective perception of the
usability of a system. It is technology independent, that is, it
can be used for a wide range of systems and technologies
[28-30]. Overall, 10 items were divided into 5 positively and 5

negatively directed statements, each represented on a 5-point
Likert scale. The answers provided the SUS item score, which
were then converted into the SUS overall score. The overall
score ranges from 0 to 100. To calculate the SUS overall score,
the first step was to calculate the raw score minus 1 for all odd
items, whereas the raw score of 5 was subtracted for the even
items. For example, if for item 1, the raw score is 4, the result
is a score of 3 (4-1). If for item 2 the raw score is 2, the score
is 3 (5-2). In the next step, the calculated scores are summed
and multiplied by 2.5 [31].

Systems can be considered usable if they achieve the benchmark
score of ≥68 [29,31]. In preliminary works, an adjective scale
was developed for a more comprehensible classification of the
SUS score, which ranges from outstanding (score 90-100) to
very poor (score 0-34) [32].

TUI Assessment

The TUI assessment [33] aims to measure the intention to use
and is based on the TAM [12]. The intention to use a technology
is a comprehensive construct based on a variety of explanatory
factors. As suggested in the TAM 2 and TAM 3, the TUI
considers technology-specific factors and psychological factors.
The TUI therefore supplements the classic technology
acceptance factors of the TAM 1, such as perceived usability,
usefulness, immersion, and accessibility (technology specific)
with important psychological constructs, such as technology
anxiety, curiosity, interest, and skepticism. The items, with the
exception of the technology anxiety and interest scale, are
related to a specific technology. Each scale consists of 3 to 4
items, each of which is to be rated on a 7-point Likert scale.
The ninth scale measures the intention to use a specific
technology with 3 items on a visual analog scale (each 100 mm).
In total, the TUI consists of 33 items and has a modular design
so that individual scales can be excluded and item formulations
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can be adapted to the circumstances (eg, concrete technology
names). With the exception of the “immersion” scale, all scales
were used this study. All answers of a scale were summed to a
sum value. It starts with 1 as the lowest expression of the
construct and goes up to 21 (3 items) or 28 (4 items) as the
highest expression, depending on the number of items. For the
intention to use scale, the distance from the right end point (full
rejection) to the answer cross on the line are measured. The
distance in mm is determined for all 3 items and summed. The
maximum scale value to be achieved is 300. The determined
scale sum values are converted into standard values (stanines).
The stanines reach from 1 (strongly below average) to 9
(strongly above average) [33].

METUX Model

The “pure” usability does not necessarily predict higher use of
a technology [34]. Although the SUS questionnaire focuses on
usability, the TUI questionnaire also includes psychological
factors. However, both neglect basic psychological needs, which
are addressed in the METUX model. It aims to optimize
engagement, motivation, and well-being of technologies in
iterative design processes [15]. Within the model, different
spheres of experience were assumed to influence well-being:
interface (ie, interacting with the technology), tasks (ie, engaging
with the technology), behavior (ie, the relation to the overarching
technology-supported behavior), and life (ie, the overall
experience outside and beyond the technology). There are
different questionnaires for measuring the basic psychological
needs in different spheres. The spheres adoption, interface,
tasks, and behavior were tested within this study using the
Autonomy and Competence in Technology Adoption
Questionnaire for the first adoption process, the TENS [15] for
interface and task, and the BPNSFS [35,36] for behavior. The
sphere “life” was not relevant for this study. The Autonomy
and Competence in Technology Adoption Questionnaire
addresses the question of why people use a technology and to
what extent they experience themselves as competent to use it.
It consists of 2 parts: the first, self-regulation, includes 12 items;
and the second, perceived competence, includes 2 items, which
are represented on a 5-point Likert scale. The goal of the TENS
Interface and Task questionnaires is to assess the extent to which
direct interaction (via interface) with a technology and
engagement in technology-specific tasks satisfies the basic
psychological needs for autonomy, competence, and relatedness
[15]. In the TENS questionnaires, the items are each assigned
to the basic needs of competence, autonomy, and relatedness
but are presented randomly in the questionnaire. All items were
equally weighted, summed, and averaged per basic need. The
TENS Interface questionnaire consists of 15 items with 5 items
per need, whereas the TENS Task questionnaire consists of 12
items with 4 items per need. The items are each represented on
a 5-point Likert scale. As the TENS questionnaires are only
validated for English-speaking countries so far, a linguistic
validation of the questionnaires was conducted. For this purpose,
the questionnaires were translated into German by an interpreter
whose native language is German and who is fluent in English.
Nevertheless, both the TENS questionnaires are not standardized
for the German population that has to be considered when
interpreting the results.

The BPNSFS is intended to assess the extent to which a
technology improves need satisfaction in relation to the behavior
the technology is intended to support [15]. The BPNSFS
measures the satisfaction and frustration of the basic
psychological needs of autonomy, competence, and relatedness.
This includes a balanced combination of subscales for
satisfaction and frustration. This distinction is necessary because
the absence of need satisfaction does not equate to frustration
of the same [17,35]. On the basis of the original questionnaire,
Heissel et al [36] identified 6 different, but intercorrelating,
factors with 4 items each for the German version of the
BPNSFS: Autonomy Satisfaction, Autonomy Frustration,
Competence Satisfaction, Competence Frustration, Relatedness
Satisfaction, and Relatedness Frustration. Each response is
represented on a 5-point Likert scale. The evaluation of the
BPNSFS can be handled differently; for this study, the items
per basic need are summed, and the 12 items of the subscales
satisfaction and frustration are summed. There exist several
adaptations of the BPNSFS, which have been validated and
subjected to reliability testing. These adaptations include
language translations, adjustment for age (children or adults),
domain (sports, work, and romantic relationships), and clinical
status (HIV, intellectual impairment, and chronic pain).
However, a questionnaire related to technological aspects does
not yet exist. Thus, for this study, the German version of the
BPNSFS was used and minimally adapted according to the
wording.

Qualitative Measures: TA Method
TA has traditionally been used in psychology and education to
identify cognitive processes that occur internalized in the context
of problem-solving [37]. In the context of technology
development, TA is equally used to gain deep insights about
thinking while using a technology [38]. The advantage of the
method is to capture problems and solutions as the technology
is being used, as retrospective surveys can lead to incomplete
information about the problems of a technology. This means
TA is helpful in tracing user thinking strategies [39,40]. For
this purpose, participants were instructed to think aloud
constantly while using the demonstrator. If participants stopped
thinking aloud, they are reminded by the experimenter to
continue speaking aloud [38,39]. For understanding problems
and solutions, we did not explain how the demonstrator is
supposed to work. Instead, we asked them to experience the
app with little direction by explaining the task they had to do:
registration, set delivery location, and submit recipe [41]. Thus,
during the TA situation, it was important that the experimenter
interact with participants as little as possible to prevent
interference with the users’ thoughts [39]. During the TA
situations, the statements of the participants were digitally
recorded (audio recordings) and transcribed afterward.
Moreover, experimenters prepared protocols for making notes
and describing events that are not verbally made by participants
but important for analyzing. For example, if a participant said,
“That is confusing,” the experimenter protocoled what exactly
was confusing [42].
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Data Analysis

Quantitative Analyses
Analyses were performed with the statistical program SPSS
Statistics (version 25; IBM Corp). Bivariate correlation analyses
were performed to assess the association between different user
acceptance measurements of usability (SUS score), intention
to use a technology (TUI factors using raw values), and
psychological needs (the TENS Task and Interface as well as
the BPNSFS using raw values). To investigate which factors
are associated with the intention to use the pharmacy drone app,
hierarchical regression analyses were performed among TUI
factors as well as among all measurements. To answer the
question whether TUI and SUS factors differ between the core
and ad hoc groups, 2-tailed t tests were performed. Owing to
the nature of the study design (small sample sizes), statistical
analyses should not be overinterpreted; thus, the results of
questionnaires were also analyzed descriptively according to
the improvement of acceptance level of SUS and TUI scores.

Qualitative Analyses
The transcripts were analyzed according to the event sampling
method of Berelson [43], where an utterance represents an event.
Utterances are defined as a complete sentence, a sentence
fragment, or any sequence of speech separated in time (eg, a
pause of 2 seconds) or semantic (eg, a change in content)
[39,44]. Utterances were analyzed by referring phrase analysis
[39]. First, all nouns and noun phrases were identified, and
utterances with the reference concept name were coded by the
first author (FF). This coding shows which concepts the
participants focused on during the task. After concepts have
been identified, these concepts were defined by the investigator
(Tables 2 and 3). The resulting coding scheme was used to code
the statements of the participants. Another researcher (JS) who
was familiar with the analyses analyzed randomly selected
portions of transcripts (20%) to determine if there was a match.
In case of disagreement, discussions were held between the 2
examiners until a consensus was reached. Cohen κ [45] was
computed for all variables. The interrater reliability was κ=0.654
(P<.001) with a substantial agreement [46].

Table 2. Examples of the coded concepts.

SegmentCoded concept

“What is stupid now is this field. It does not disappear.” (Doctor, aged 48 years)Value and problem

“Would be nicer: ‘Your location and address has been confirmed.’” (Nurse, aged 51 years)Proposal

“That black sign that irritates.” (Patient, aged 55 years)Value and conceptuality

“Now I have uploaded this successfully.” (Pharmacist, aged 35 years)Status

“Do I have to register again now?” (Nurse, aged 49 years)Ambiguity

Table 3. Definitions of coded concepts.

DefinitionConcept

Rating of usefulness, importance, or worthValue

Information indicative of status or self-instructionStatus

Technical inconvenience requiring actionProblem

Incomprehensibility of the process, operation, or handlingAmbiguity

System of terms or conceptsConceptuality

Recommendation for technical implementationProposal

The experimenters who prepared the protocols during the
iteration loops were asked to evaluate the accuracy of the
definitions of coded concepts to ensure that no undefined
concepts remained. After all utterances were coded, concepts
were summarized for groups. The results were arranged in a
table per task and discussed with the ADApp team to derive
practice-relevant orientation points. To rank the participant’s
points, we classified the concepts according to criteria within
the ADApp team. The criteria helped us to evaluate the
relevance of the concepts for developing the technology. We
defined 4 criteria: safety, risk in the delivery, optimization
potential, and outside the capabilities (Multimedia Appendix
1).

Results

Participants
For the 3 iteration loops, between March 2021 and October
2022, we collected data from 18 participants (mean age 43.08,
SD 12.44; range 25-65 years). Owing to the relatively large
amount of time required, not all participants of the core group
could always participate in the iteration loops. In total, 6
participants took part in the first core group (1 general
practitioner, 2 pharmacists, 1 patient, and 2 nurses); 3
participants took part in the second core group (1 nurse, 1
pharmacist, and 1 patient); and 4 participants took part in the
third core group (2 nurses, 1 pharmacist, and 1 patient).
Although, we tried to balance the 2 groups, it was not always
possible to equalize the core and ad hoc group. Four participants
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took part in the first ad hoc group (1 general practitioner, 1
nurse, and 2 relatives of patients who need palliative care); 4
participants took part in the second ad hoc group (3 patients

and 1 nurse); and 4 participants took part in the third ad hoc
group (1 nurse and 3 patients). Table 4 provides detailed
demographics.

Table 4. Participants’ demographics.

All (n=18)Core group 3
(n=4)

Core group 2
(n=3)

Core group 1
(n=6)

Ad hoc group 3
(n=4)

Ad hoc group 2
(n=4)

Ad hoc group 1

(na=4)

Characteristics

46.00 (12.19;
25-65)

34.5 (10.97; 26-
49)

37.00 (11.53;
26-49)

39.17 (15.45;
25-65)

50.75 (16.19;
31-64)

47.25 (4.42; 43-
52)

50.25 (3.59; 47-
55)

Age (years), mean (SD;
range)

Gender (female)

1.28 (0.46)1.50 (0.58)1.67 (0.57)1.5 (0.55)1.25 (0.50)1.25 (0.50)1.00 (0.00)Values, mean (SD)

13 (72)2 (50)1 (33)3 (50)3 (75)3 (75)4 (100)Values, n (%)

COVID-19

1.44 (0.51)1.25 (0.50)1.00 (0.00)1.5 (0.55)1.50 (0.58)1.25 (0.50)1.5 (0.53)Values, mean (SD)

10 (56)3 (75)3 (100)3 (50)2 (50)3 (75)2 (50)Values, n (%)

Drone competence

1.89 (0.32)1.75 (0.50)2.00 (0.00)2.00 (0.00)2.00 (0.00)1.75 (0.50)1.75 (0.50)Values, mean (SD)

2 (11)1 (25)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)1 (25)1 (25)Values, n (%)

Medication app competence

1.83 (0.38)1.5 (0.58)1.67 (0.57)1.5 (0.55)2.00 (0.00)2.00 (0.00)2.00 (0.00)Values, mean (SD)

3 (17)2 (50)1 (33)3 (50)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)Values, n (%)

an has been adjusted by weighting.

Quantitative Results

Bivariate Correlations
Bivariate correlations showed that the more usable (SUS) the
technology was, the more the participants were willing to use
it (TUI; r=0.833). Moreover, the more they found the technology
useful (TUI), the more the technology was rated as usable
(r=0.711; SUS and r=0.487; TUI) and the more participants
would use the pharmacy drone app (TUI; r=0.754). In addition,
the intention to use (TUI) the app was positively correlated with
curiosity (TUI; r=0.550). The more skeptical (TUI) the
participants were, the more participants rated the app as unusable
(r=−0.542; SUS and r=−0.479; TUI) and would not be willing
to use it (r=−0.446; TUI).

Furthermore, the intention to use (TUI) the technology was
positively correlated with the perceived task competence
(r=0.784; first iteration loop) and the need satisfaction of
participant’s competence (r=0.788; third iteration loop). The
more participants felt competent in handling the app in the
spheres of task (r=0.829; ie, engaging with the app; first iteration
loop) and interface (r=0.929; ie, interacting with the app; second
iteration loop), the higher was perceived usability (SUS).
However, the more participants felt competent in task (r=0.675)
and behavior (r=0.875), the more they felt autonomous (ie, the
app provided options and participants did not feel under pressure
from the app). The more curious the participants were, the more
they felt satisfied in psychological needs of competence,
autonomy, and relatedness (r=0.744). However, the absence of
need satisfaction does not equate with the presence of need
frustration [17,35]. The results revealed that the more

participants rated the app as usable, the lesser they felt autonomy
(r=−0.792; SUS and r=−0.768; TUI) and competence (r=−0.751;
TUI) frustration. The more they believed the technology would
be useful for them, the lesser they felt autonomy frustration
(r=−0.827). Overall frustration shows a negative correlation
with usability (r=−0.822; SUS and r=−0.799; TUI), usefulness
(r=−0.923; TUI), and intention to use (r=−0.730; TUI).
Moreover, the results indicated that autonomy frustration is a
relevant marker for overall need frustration (r=0.933).

Furthermore, correlations showed that the more time participants
needed to solve the task within the app, the less usable the app
was rated (r=−0.534; SUS), the lesser they were willing to use
the app (r=−0.429; TUI), the lesser they felt competent
(r=−0.805), the more skepticism they had (r=0.504), and the
older the participants were (r=0.681). The older the participants
were, the more skeptical they were (r=.525) and the lesser they
believed that the technology was accessible (r=−0.510). Female
participants showed more technology anxiety (r=−0.505), had
more interest (r=0.497), and felt more related by using the app
(r=−0.800). The results of 2-tailed t tests confirmed these
differences between female and male participants (anxiety:
t19=0.003; interest: t23=0.012; relatedness satisfaction: t6=0.004).

TUI Assessment
To test whether anxiety, curiosity, interest, skepticism,
usefulness, usability, and accessibility contributed to higher
intention to use, we regressed participant’s ratings of these
variables on their intention to use and controlled for age, gender,
and duration using the app. Results showed that TUI factors
such as usefulness, skepticism, and curiosity explain most of
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the variance in intention to use the pharmacy drone app

(F3,17=21.12; P<.001; R2=0.788; adjusted R2=0.751; Table 5).
Usefulness (β=.499; P=.001) and curiosity (β=.376; P=.008)

were significantly and positively associated with intention to
use, whereas skepticism (β=−.397; P=.004) was significantly
and negatively related with intention to use.

Table 5. Hierarchical regression analysis predicting intention to use the technology per the Technology Usage Inventory factors.

P valueF test (df)R2 changeR 2Standardized coefficientsUnstandardized coefficients, B (SE)Model and predictor

P valueβ

<.00126.48 (1,19)0.5600.5821

<.001.76314.73 (2.86)Usefulness

<.00118.81 (2,18)0.6400.6762

<.001.67513.03 (2.69)Usefulness

.03−.319−9.82 (4.29)Skepticism

<.00121.12 (3,17)0.7510.7883

.001.4999.638 (2.51)Usefulness

.004−.397−12.20 (3.66)Skepticism

.008.3766.36 (2.12)Curiosity

Descriptively, anxiety, curiosity, interest, usefulness, and
accessibility did not vary much between the core group and ad
hoc groups, as shown in Table 6. Ad hoc groups appeared to
be slightly more skeptical about the pharmacy drone app
compared to the core group. This could potentially be attributed
to age differences, as those in the ad hoc groups were older than
those in the core group, and skepticism was positively correlated

with age (Multimedia Appendix 2). Although usability remained
at slightly below average in the ad hoc groups, it increased from
average to slightly above average in the core group from the
first to third iteration. Moreover, the core group showed higher
ratings on the intention to use the pharmacy drone app than the
ad hoc groups.

Table 6. Mean values of the Technology Usage Inventory stanine of the ad hoc and core groups per iteration loop.

Core group 3Core group 2Core group 1Ad hoc group 3Ad hoc group 2Ad hoc group 1

Psychological factors, mean (SD)a

3.00 (1.16)—b3.50 (1.22)5.25 (1.50)4.67 (3.05)4.75 (1.89)Anxiety

7.00 (0.00)—7.33 (1.03)5.25 (2.36)7.67 (0.58)7.00 (1.41)Curiosity

6.00 (0.82)5.67 (1.53)6.00 (1.41)7.25 (1.50)5.25 (1.89)5.50 (1.91)Interest

2.00 (0.82)1.67 (0.58)2.83 (0.98)3.50 (1.00)2.75 (0.96)3.75 (1.89)Skepticism

Technology-specific factors, mean (SD)a

8.75 (0.50)9.00 (0.00)8.67 (0.82)8.00 (2.00)8.75 (0.50)8.00 (1.41)Usefulness

7.00 (0.82)6.67 (0.58)5.50 (1.05)4.50 (0.58)4.25 (1.50)4.50 (1.91)Usability

7.25 (0.96)8.67 (0.58)7.33 (1.03)6.25 (1.26)4.50 (1.00)7.75 (1.26)Accessibility

8.75 (0.50)8.00 (1.00)8.50 (0.55)5.75 (0.96)8.50 (0.58)6.75 (1.89)Intention to use, mean (SD)a

aStanine: 1 to 2, strongly below average; 3 to 4, slightly below average; 5, average; 6 to 7, slightly above average; and 8 to 9, strongly above average
[33].
bMissing data.

The results of t tests showed a higher rating on usability for
core group 3 compared with core group 1 (t8=−2.68; P=.03).
Moreover, independent samples t tests showed a higher anxiety
(t19=2.88; P=.01) as well as a higher skepticism toward the
technology (t23=2.17; P=.04) within the ad hoc group compared
with the core group over all iteration loops. Moreover, the core
group rated the app more usable than the ad hoc group
(t23=−3.33; P=.003) over all iteration loops. Although

descriptive data showed a higher rating on intention to use the
pharmacy drone app within the core group (mean 90.36, SD
11.01) than the ad hoc groups (mean 76.00, SD 23.74) over all
iteration loops, 2-tailed t tests became not significant (t3=−1.91;
P=.07).

SUS Score
Descriptively, perceived usability (SUS score) decreased
between ad hoc group 1 (rated as marginal) and ad hoc group
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3 (rated as poor). Within the core group, the usability increased
from core group 1 (rated as good) to core group 3 (rated as
excellent). However, within the second iteration loop, both
groups (ad hoc and core groups) rated the app more usable than
during the first and third iteration loops. Moreover, the core
group showed higher SUS scores than the ad hoc groups (Table
7). Results of the t tests indicated a significant group difference

in SUS score between ad hoc group 2 and ad hoc group 3
(t6=3.35; P=.01). The results indicated lower SUS scores of ad
hoc group 3 (rated as poor) than ad hoc group 2 (rated as
excellent). Furthermore, independent samples t tests showed a
significant group difference in the SUS score between the ad
hoc and core groups over all iteration loops, with higher scores
for the core group than the ad hoc groups (t23=−2.87; P=.004).

Table 7. System Usability Score (SUS) scores (0 to 34: very poor; 35 to 49: poor; 50 to 67: marginal; 68 to 79: good; 80 to 89: excellent; and 90 to
100: outstanding [32]) in the ad hoc and core groups per iteration loop.

SUS scores, mean (SD)Group

54.38 (23.22)Ad hoc group 1

80.00 (14.43)Ad hoc group 2

49.38 (11.25)Ad hoc group 3

75.42 (16.84)Core group 1

88.33 (10.10)Core group 2

84.38 (5.54)Core group 3

67.00 (21.34)Ad hoc group 1 + core group 1

83.57 (11.57)Ad hoc group 2 + core group 2

66.88 (20.43)Ad hoc group 1 + core group 3

71.60 (19.75)All groups

Overall Regressions
When regressing all factors of all usability and psychological
needs, the results showed that the SUS usability score as well
as the TUI factors such as curiosity and interest explained most

of the variance on intention to use the pharmacy drone app

(F3,16=40.27; P<.001; R2=.883; adjusted R2=.861; Table 8).
Usability (β=.845; P<.001), curiosity (β=.232; P=.02), and
interest (β=.195; P=.04) were significantly and positively
associated with intention to use.

Table 8. Hierarchical regression analysis predicting intention to use the technology per the Technology Usage Inventory, System Usability Scale (SUS),
Technology-based Experience of Need Satisfaction Task, and Basic Psychological Need Satisfaction and Frustration Scale factors.

P valueF test (df)R2 changeR 2Standardized coefficientsUnstandardized coefficients, B (SE)Model and predictor

P valueβ

<.00167.16 (1,18)0.7770.7891

<.001.8880.999 (0.122)SUS usability

<.00147.31 (2,17)0.8300.8482

<.001.7910.890 (0.115)SUS usability

.02.2624.45 (1.73)Curiosity

<.00140.27 (3,16)0.8610.8833

<.001.8450.951 (0.107)SUS usability

.02.2323.94 (1.58)Curiosity

.04.1952.88 (1.31)Interest

Qualitative Results

First Iteration
After the first iteration, the app received a new design according
to user’s feedback. Important points after the first iteration were
providing more guidance through the app with information
about next steps and reasons for doing these steps (eg, the
importance of setting the delivery location, clear information
about how to choose the delivery location, and more precise

symbols; Figures 4 and 5); adaption of conceptualizations (eg,
“location” [German: Standort] to “delivery point” [German:
Lieferort]; Figure 4); automatizations (eg, transferring address
data automatically to the map); minimizations (eg, reducing
symbols within the map and information within each step);
communication options (eg, integrating a field to formulate a
message to the pharmacist); control features (eg, an order
summary); and autonomy options (eg, to upload >1 prescription
if necessary). However, participants missed a visualization of
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password requirements and a preview function of the uploaded
recipe. Furthermore, users would rather preview individual
pages per click than perform 1-page scrolling. They would also
desire information about payment options within the app as well
as details about medication availability. This necessitates
integration of the interface with the pharmacy’s merchandise
management system, which requires additional technical and
regulatory administration. A short solution for that was to
integrate a comment field at the step of ordering the medication

to describe further medication wishes as well as to ask questions
to the pharmacist. Moreover, participants emphasized, at this
point, the importance of shipment tracking, as Fink et al [27]
described in their study. However, the most difficult step
participants reported was setting of the delivery location. This
was also shown in the amount of support needed while using
the app (Multimedia Appendix 3). Although experimenters were
instructed to not help participants, at some points the help was
necessary so that the participants could finish the task.

Figure 4. User-centered app design (A) before and (B) after first iteration: delivery location.
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Figure 5. User-centered app design (A) before and (B) after first iteration: symbols.

Second Iteration
After the second iteration, participants in both the core group
and the ad hoc group reported that registration was simplified,
indicating that it was easy for them to register. Moreover,
participants reported that the summary of order was clear, the
texts were more comprehensible (core group), and the
participants liked the option to upload >1 prescription (ad hoc
group). However, participants missed a preview function of the
uploaded prescription as a picture and the selection of push
messages. Moreover, they suggested highlighting the icon,
which is the next step to be clicked on (eg, after setting the
delivery location, the icon for submitting the prescription should
be highlighted), and highlighting the inbox when a new message
has arrived. Important points after the second iteration were still
reducing symbols within the map (eg, symbols were reduced
to a minimum, and the text describing the symbols was
shortened because the participants did not read the instructions
above the card); more guidance through the app with information
about next steps; and more transparency about how a response
will be received from pharmacists (eg, integration of information
about how the contact will take place, via mail or telephone),
indications on password requirements (such as length, upper
and lower case, and special characters), and information about
shipment tracking. An important safety-relevant point was that
flight slots were not up to date according to the original time.
Similar to the first iteration loop, participants reported setting
the delivery location as the most difficult step. They would like
to have more guidance for the subsequent steps after
determination of the delivery location.

Third Iteration
The core group reported that the app was more intuitive and
had improved compared with the first iteration loop. They
mentioned that the automated fill-in of address data in the map
as well as the identification that the prescription was successfully
uploaded was useful.

Important points after the third iteration were more guidance
through a processing status within the app; adaption of
conceptualization (eg, “mailbox” [German: Postfach] to
“messages” [German: Nachrichten]); visualization of password
requirements (eg, upper and lower case and special characters);
automatization features (eg, automatic suggestions such as city
when entering the postal code); differentiation (eg, distinction
between the delivery and billing address); control (eg,
adjustment of the amount of information within the app to
control how much information the user wants, which might be
configured via profile); push messages instead of emails because
participants did not read the texts despite shortening them; a
preview function of the uploaded prescription; and design
features (eg, it was not clear that scrolling was necessary, thus
more guidance is useful through individual pages [click to
continue]). They also desired the inbox to be highlighted when
new messages had arrived.

Although the app was adapted according to the participant’s
feedback, the ad hoc group reported that the step of setting the
delivery location remained too complex for them. They
mentioned that this step was too bulky, time consuming, and
not intuitive despite adjustments such as the reduction of map
symbols, providing the most important information, shortening
the text, and inserting address data automatically in the map.
Participants of the ad hoc group felt lost and helpless during
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this step. However, during discussions after thinking aloud,
participants suggested that the setting of delivery comes from
the operator and thus must not be made by users. They only
wanted confirmation of the delivery point to ensure its
correctness. Excluding this step might decrease the likelihood
of user errors.

However, across all iterations, criteria emerged that were
repeatedly the focus of the participants’attention: automatization
(ie, easy and fast use for avoiding redundancies), minimization
(ie, as little information as possible and as much as necessary),
differentiation (ie, clear distinctions), control (ie, options to
choose), guiding (ie, concise and understandable instructions
supporting guidance through the app), conceptualization (ie,

easy and precise language), barrier-free design (ie, uniformity
between different steps and intuitive visualizations), and
transparency (about disclosures to be made or obtained
information).

Although we could not test the handover scenarios, we have
made modifications to the drone. Previous results of focus group
testing within the ADApp project showed concerns about
injuries caused by the drone [27]. Thus, the drone has now been
given a flap underneath so that the medications can be dropped
by ejection, using a parachute, or using a winch and a landing
of the drone can be prevented (Figure 6). Further testing is
planned to test different handover scenarios with participants
to adapt the handover according to their needs.

Figure 6. Drone medication ejection.

Discussion

Factors of User Acceptance
This study aimed at investigating factors that are associated
with the user acceptance of a drone-based medication delivery
by using a mixed methods design to be able to derive
practice-relevant orientation points for participatory technology
development (for apps and drones).

First, an important point is duration handling with the app. Older
participants needed more time to solve the tasks within the app.
Furthermore, the longer the process took, the more the usability,
intention to use the app, and feelings of competence decreased,
while skepticism increased. Therefore, the duration of interaction
with a technology appears to be a crucial factor for user
acceptance.

Second, psychological factors such as skepticism and curiosity
as well as technology-specific factors such as usefulness and
usability are related with participants’ intention to use the
technology for a drone-based medication delivery. Regression
analyses within the TUI factors revealed usefulness, curiosity,
and skepticism as significant predictors for intention to use the
technology, wherein usefulness explained the highest variance
(49.9%), which is consistent with the findings of Güsken et al
[47]. This implies a particular relevance of factor usefulness for
the development of technologies in health care, especially in
drone-based medication delivery. With the help of the TUI
questionnaire, we can conclude that curiosity and skepticism
affect user acceptance. The more the users were curious about

the pharmacy drone app and the less skeptical they were, the
more the users were willing to use and interact with the
technology. This is consistent with the findings of Eißfeld et al
[6] who found that a positive attitude toward drones and a
general technical interest are related to improved information
about it.

Third, basic human needs according to Ryan and Deci [16,17]
and Deci and Ryan [18]also play an important role. Results of
this study showed that the more participants perceived
competence in handling the app, the more they are willing to
use the technology and the more they rated the app as usable.
This implies that, although competence satisfaction in all
iteration loops was related with usability and the intention to
use, autonomy and relatedness were not related. Nevertheless,
results showed that the more participants felt competent, the
more they felt autonomous. Moreover, the basic psychological
needs (competence, autonomy, and relatedness) were positively
correlated with curiosity. In addition, the lesser participants felt
frustrated on psychological needs, the higher they rated the
usability, usefulness, and intention to use. Thus, following the
Basic Psychological Need Theory [17], the more the interaction
with the system satisfies basic psychological needs, the more
the users will engage with a technology. Following the METUX
model, an increase in autonomy increases engagement and an
increase in competence increases motivation of using the app,
which is in accordance with the results of this study [15].
Interestingly, while competence and autonomy appear to be
significant factors in explaining differences in intention to use
and usability, relatedness does not play a role, despite focus
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group discussions emphasizing the importance of
communication and consultation features within such technology
[27]. One reason for this result might be the nature of the study
task. Although participants used the app in a simulated context,
communication aspects did not play a role in this developing
step of technology. Therefore, supply studies in real-life contexts
are necessary to test the impact of psychological and
technological factors on real-life complex problems, which
cannot be fully investigated in a simulated context such as in
this study, where, for example, relatedness might hold greater
significance in real-life scenarios than in simulations, as
increased relatedness could potentially enhance overall
well-being [15].

Fourth, overall regression analyses showed that usability,
curiosity, and interest explain most of the variance on intention
to use the pharmacy drone app, wherein usability showed the
strongest effect (84.5%). This means, when adding all factors
in one model, usability becomes the strongest predictor for
intention to use the pharmacy drone app. Similar to other studies,
this study found evidence for the importance of usability in
using a technology [1,5]. This means that better usability of a
technology leads to higher acceptance [12,33]. However, this
study used a very small sample group, and the statistical results
should be considered carefully. In conclusion, studies with
higher sample sizes are necessary.

Taken together, the intention to use a drone-based medication
delivery system is a comprehensive construct that is based on
a large number of underlying, explanatory factors. This study
showed that usability, curiosity, and interest had a considerable
impact on intention to use, wherein usefulness, skepticism, and
competence also played an important role. The failure to actively
involve users in technology development can thus result in
insufficient addressing of profession- and person-specific needs,
thus resulting in a lack of intention to use the technology. For
successful technology development, it is therefore crucial to
develop an understanding of the necessary characteristics of
health care technologies and to identify the determinants that
ensure a high level of acceptance for improving the current
supply situation [47].

In accordance with the previous scoping review [7], user
feedback was collected iteratively and focused on user
experience. The TA method [38] used in this process provided
valuable insights that were taken into account when developing
the app. In this way, important changes to the app were
successfully implemented by user request such as a reduced
design and automatic fill-in aids. It was found that
communication with the dispatcher and shipment tracking are
very important to users, which is consistent with the assumptions
from the scoping review [7], and this also led to further
adjustments. The changes made could be verified in the further
iterations; for example, it turned out that the revision for the
definition of the delivery location was not helpful: the process
was adjusted based on participant feedback with more
information, but this step remained too complex. In the third
iteration, it became clear that the required texts were not being
read at this point, leading to the ultimate decision to omit this
step altogether as participants indicated that they only wanted
to confirm the delivery location.

Differences in User Acceptance
A second purpose of this study was to assess group differences
between a core group and ad hoc groups in user acceptance.

The results of this study indicated the importance of an ad hoc
group in an iterative, cocreative process. Although within the
core group, intention to use (TUI) was similar over all iteration
loops (strongly above average), within the ad hoc group,
intention to use varied from slightly above average to strongly
above average to average. Although within the core group, the
usability of the app slightly increased from “average resp. good”
to “slightly above average resp. excellent,” the usability within
the ad hoc group decreased from marginal to poor (SUS) and
remained slightly above average (TUI). Results of t tests of both
questionnaires showed a significant group difference between
the ad hoc and core groups, with higher ratings in perceived
usability for the core group. This suggests that repeated
measurements induce a shift in the interpretation of test scores,
potentially biasing the measurement of change [26]. Thus, this
study shows that repeated measures with the same sample group
might change their attitude, expectations, and behavior in
dealing with the technology, which changed their ratings on
usability. The core group then tended to evaluate the app better
than the ad hoc group because they were not unfamiliar with
dealing with the app. Thus, for naive users, the app is just not
intuitive and easy enough to use. An additional explanation for
this result is that the ad hoc groups were more anxious and
skeptical than the core group, wherein a higher skepticism was
found to be related to lower ratings on usability [47]. However,
within the usability score (SUS), data showed an increase from
the first to second iteration and a decrease from the second to
third iteration in both groups, wherein the ad hoc groups rated
the pharmacy drone app as less usable compared with the core
group. One reason for the decrease from the second to third
iteration could be the more complex setting during the third
iteration: the participants had to run through the entire process
from registration, setting the delivery location, and ordering the
medication to receiving the medication. Meanwhile, the core
group showed a learning effect and maybe thus rated the
pharmacy drone process to be more usable from the first
iteration to second iteration, and the ad hoc groups could stumble
because of the complexity.

Limitations
This study shows for the first time the importance of ad hoc
groups as a control group while developing and evaluating a
technology in a user-centered design. When interpreting the
results of this study, several methodological limitations must
be considered. In terms of age and gender distribution, the
sample can be classified as unrepresentative owing to the small
number of participants. This is particularly evident in the
statistical evaluation. Nevertheless, there is a basic tendency
toward a clear effect, which is evident despite the small number
of samples. The participants had a basic interest in new topics
and in the topic itself. Although the risk of “positive selection”
cannot be completely ruled out, it is not seen because the topic
of drone-assisted medication delivery was largely unknown.
Thus, the perspectives of participants who consistently reject
technical systems in the context of care and delivery were as
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poorly represented as those who chose not to participate in the
surveys for other reasons. Reasons for this could include a
general dismissive attitude toward additional effort owing to
time resources, heavy workloads, or other thematic priorities.

However, it can be concluded that the results obtained to assess
the acceptance of the drone app for utility purposes have
revealed important insights regarding technical development
and its practical use. In this context, the findings exhibit
similarities to surveys conducted for other target groups in health
care.

Conclusions
The study highlights the significance of understanding the
essential attributes of health care technologies and the factors
that lead to their acceptance in improving the current supply
situation. It offers valuable insights for practitioners to develop
participatory technologies and recommends ad hoc groups as a
complementary approach to control the process of a
user-centered design. However, larger samples and real-world
contexts are required to confirm these findings.
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